
9 March QM Weekly Meeting
1. Check in: VC, Sydney, Jordan, Natan, Grey, Fern
2. All

○ Ongoing projects
■ Gender & Sexuality Commissioner

1. ENewsletter on queer things
a. Would mostly be for queer groups to know about what

other groups are doing
b. Would link to meeting minutes of any relevant groups

who are ok with it
c. Would also be for activism-related things
d. Idea is for it to be every 2 weeks

2. Meetings might have been set at a time VC can’t make (sorry)
a. 3-4PM every other Friday
b. Is the only time both SSMU VPs can make it

■ Fulfilling resource orders
■ McGill application

3. Admin
○ Winter GA

■ Elections officer
1. Don’t have one yet, Grey will ask Io

■ Making sure people see the event and the callout for coords
1. VC will make a facebook event for it
2. We will have a paid promotion for it

■ Constitution
1. If there’s anything we need to bring up about the constitution

and potential changes, bring them up next week
○ Equity statement

■ Hiba sent an email to the people who put it together (we were always
going through Hiba) summarizing what all the student representatives
from the subcommittee on queer people had to say

■ Also stated a request for an edit to the wording that the UGE brought
up

■ Got a response from the people who wrote it saying they would “try to
change our minds” by giving us a list of other people/groups who have
already endorsed it

1. Also said the statement should be taken as a political tool to
hold the university accountable, rather than as an academic or
historical statement

2. They also said they would not edit it because they already had
a strong endorsement

■ So basically, we’re not signing off on it, but hopefully when it comes
out advocates can use it to hold McGill accountable in the future

4. Finance
○ Discretionary funding referendum campaign meeting

■ Lots of information about campaigning rules
■ Will only be applicable if we start an actual campaign (we don’t need

to)



1. Will probably pass even if we don’t campaign
2. We are allowed to tell anyone with text about it, but any

graphics need to be approved by the elections committee
3. Fern will put it in the listserv, Sydney will write a blurb

○ Furniture
■ Sydney will make a furniture group chat

○ Package
■ At the front desk, Sydney will pick it up when they hear back

5. Events
○ Scavenger Hunt Thursday
○ People find it very hard to find our events, yet again
○ Try to promo the movie night for next week more if possible, since its a movie

that QPIRG paid a fair bit to get us the rights to share
○ Breakfast went well

■ Sorry no recipe, messed up
6. Comms

○ Sydney and I are meeting right after this meeting for promotions
■ Will try to promote all the events so that people can keep coming back
■ GA

○ Nothing else
7. Resource

○ Nothing to report
8. Closing remarks

○
9. Points of action

○ Sydney:
■ Write up blurb for listserv about referendum
■ Make furniture group chat

○ Jordan:
■

○ Grey:
■ Make more matcha

○ Fern:
■ Meet with Sydney to talk about paid promotions on Facebook

○ Natan:
■

○ VC:
■ Make facebook event for Winter GA

○ Everyone:
■


